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ABSTRACT
Conceptual modeling of databases is a complex cognitive activity, particularly for novice database designers. The current research
empirically tests a new pedagogy for this activity. It examines an instructional approach that stresses visualizing gradual transitions
between levels of abstraction in different hierarchic levels of a relational database schema. The new approach builds on a four-level
TSSL model from the field of human-computer interaction. TSSL, an acronym for the Task, Semantics, Syntax, and Lexical levels,
is applied here to describe the levels of conceptual database modeling and to explain how improved instructional design can help
minimize extraneous cognitive load during the design of database schemas. We tested the effectiveness of the proposed instructional
approach via a controlled experiment carried out on IS students. We divided students into two groups, those exposed to a visual
emphasis on the syntax of gradual transitions in a schema structure and those not exposed to it. We then measured performance in
terms of errors in students’ solutions while also recording their perceptions and attitudes toward the instructional approach and the
activity of database modeling. Our results show that the new approach is an effective tool for teaching database modeling.
Keywords: Data modeling, Database design & development, Pedagogy, Visualization
1. INTRODUCTION
Information systems are built to support operations,
management, and decision-making in organizations. Therefore,
they need to meet the demands of the intended users efficiently
and effectively. Proper modeling of user requirements is a key
task of information system analysis and design meant to ensure
that the information system solution meets organizational goals
(Dahan, Shoval, and Sturm, 2014). Since databases are at the
heart of information systems, teaching database modeling is an
important part of educational programs in Information Systems
(IS) and related fields such as Software Engineering. This
research presents and evaluates an approach for effectively
delivering the activity of relational database schema modeling
to novice database designers.
Database designers are required to gather information about
organizations and to capture the information in a conceptual
model. Designers then build up the conceptual model with
definitions of relations, attributes, and relationships among
relations with integrity constraints (Elmasri and Navathe,
2011). The activity of modeling usually involves translating an
oral or a textual description of various aspects of an
organization into a concise and proper representation of
relations, attributes, and relationships. The description is
usually long and full of details, and user requirements may be
complex. This makes the activity of modeling a difficult
cognitive process for novice database designers, and one that is
error prone. Students in database courses have demonstrable
difficulties in thinking like data modelers (Watson, 2006). Data

modeling is problematic for novices because of the abstract and
complex nature of the database analysis and design process
(Connolly and Begg, 2006). The challenges of effectively
delivering the topic have been addressed in the existing
database modeling pedagogy. Interesting attempts include the
constructivist approach (Connolly and Begg, 2006), the
integrated-spiral approach (Watson, 2006), the cognitive
apprenticeship approach (Al-Dmour, 2010), and the learningfrom-errors approach (Katz and Shmallo, 2016).
In this paper, we demonstrate how an approach of visually
emphasizing the syntax of a hierarchical structure of database
schemas containing gradual transitions between levels of
abstraction is useful for teaching relational database schema
modeling. We apply TSSL (Foley et al., 1990), a model from
the human-computer interaction (HCI) literature, to database
modeling education as a theoretical framework to explain and
simplify the interaction between novice database designers and
organizational scenarios. TSSL (Task, Semantics, Syntax, and
Lexical levels) was originally used to describe the four levels
of interaction with a system. Our instructional approach
exploits the idea that there are multiple levels of human
interaction with any artifact. While HCI professionals analyze
the multi-level interaction in the context of human-computer
interfaces, in database design the interaction is with
organizational descriptions of requirements and constraints.
Effective database modeling involves transitions between
different levels of abstraction (Srinivasan and Te’eni, 1995).
Since TSSL levels differ in their level of abstraction, the model
is a suitable framework to describe the multi-level activity of
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database modeling and to explain how improved instructional
design can help minimize the extraneous cognitive load of
novice database designers. The approach we present can serve
as an additional tool to reduce the conceptual complexity that
characterizes database modeling.
Students in a typical database course learn many activities.
Our focus is on the conceptual level, during which a relational
schema is defined that expresses the database requirements of a
specific organization, institution, or any other entity using an
information system. At this stage a database designer needs to
accurately analyze the organization’s needs and constraints
(business rules) and, on that basis, form a database schema
which includes relations, attributes, relationships, and
interrelation-referential-integrity constraints (Elmasri and
Navathe, 2011). Relational database modeling is a central topic
of database courses, and delivering it effectively is therefore
essential.
Many of the challenges that educators face in teaching the
topic of database modeling have been described in previous
studies (Watson, 2006; Katz, 2018a). Transforming an
organizational description into a proper database schema of
relations and relationships is a mental process characterized by
a high level of cognitive complexity. Cognitive Load theory
provides a framework for designing instructional materials that
focuses on identifying instructional designs that can effectively
reduce the unnecessary cognitive burdens on the learner (van
Merriënboer and Sweller, 2005). The negative effects of
extraneous information processing on learning have been
demonstrated in various research studies (Kalyuga and Sweller,
2014; Mayer and Fiorella, 2014). Educators can apply the
theory to minimize the extraneous cognitive load that interferes
with the process of learning. Since extraneous cognitive load is
imposed by the ways information is presented, educators can
reduce it by choosing effective instructional techniques. For
example, an interesting approach when teaching database
concepts to undergraduates is to use a goal-based scenario with
a method called worked-out examples (Bunch, 2009). How
complex or simple things seem depends critically upon the way
in which they are presented. To achieve simplification,
educators must find the right representation. In line with
cognitive load theory, it has been found that visualization
supports learning by decreasing cognitive load. Comprehension
is enhanced by reducing the extraneous cognitive processing
(Schwamborn et al., 2011). Learning activities that include
visual representations of data can reduce complexity, enhance
students’ comprehension of abstract ideas, and also form mental
representations of complex analytical concepts (Saundage et al.,
2016). In addition, hierarchy is one of the most effective ways
of organizing complexity for human comprehension (Flood and
Carson, 1993). The fact that many complex systems have a
nearly decomposable, hierarchic structure is a major facilitating
factor enabling human beings to understand and to describe
such systems (Simon, 1962). In line with these findings, the
current approach emphasizes visualizing hierarchic levels in a
database schema. Visualizing hierarchical data structures is a
wide research field developed over the last three decades,
significant in many economic and scientific applications
(Müller et al., 2017).
As previously stated, TSSL is used in the current study as a
lens for understanding the interaction between learners and
organizational descriptions of requirements and constraints.

This interaction is central to the conceptual activity of database
schema modeling. Specifically, TSSL serves as a theoretical
framework for explaining how visualizing the syntax of a
hierarchical schema structure characterized by two
simultaneous gradual transitions has a high potential for
reducing the extraneous cognitive load in database modeling
(Katz, 2018a). In the following section, the four levels of the
TSSL model will be exemplified in the context of an academic
institution modeling scenario.
2. APPROACH
2.1 Applying TSSL in Database Schema Modeling
The term ‘levels of abstraction’ refers to multi-level structures,
which describe a particular issue or activity at different levels.
Each level is described at a different degree of abstractionconcreteness or detail-generality (Te’eni and Sani-Kuperberg,
2004). People frequently use levels of abstraction when they
solve problems or do other activities involving human
information processing. One such activity is modeling
databases on the basis of a textual description of an
organizational scenario. In the area of HCI, there is a
dichotomous distinction between semantic and syntactic levels
of interactions to explain programmers’ behaviors. Semantic
knowledge consists of general and meaningful sets of
information that are independent of the syntactic knowledge of
particular programming languages or facilities (Shneiderman
and Mayer, 1979). The four-level TSSL model elaborates this
dichotomous division so that the two high levels of TSSL
specify the semantic level and the two low levels specify the
syntactic level. In the context of teaching relational database
schema design, while the two upper levels of TSSL, task and
semantics, are close to the organizations’ realities, the two
lower levels of TSSL, syntax and lexical, can be affected by
educational practitioners.
In TSSL, each level provides the context for the level below
it (Te’eni, Carey, and Zhang, 2005). However, since
educational practitioners have control over the two lower levels
of TSSL (Katz, 2018a, 2018b), it is these that we seek to affect.
Figure 1 depicts the four-level TSSL model, with each level
explained in the context of database schema modeling. The
specific visualization choices made by educators at the lower
and physical levels (lexical and syntactic) can promote a higher
level of comprehension (semantic) and more accurate design of
a schema for organizational users (task). Such a bottom-up
influence can be achieved when the syntactic level integrates
the building blocks of the lexical level. A deeper understanding
of the entities and the relationships between entities will then
be attained at the semantic level. Comprehension of the entities
and relationships is essential for the database designer to
properly express the organizational requirements at the highest
task level. Our approach guides educators to use visualization
aids that involve relative locations, sizes, and colors of objects
in the database schema. These allow students to form gradual
visual distinctions between the physical characteristics of the
database elements that should respectively express the gradual
semantic distinctions between different levels of abstraction in
a database schema.
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Figure 1. The Four-Level TSSL Model Explained in the Context of Database Schema Modeling
2.1.1 Task. The uppermost task level is about organizational
requirements and constraints that have to be accommodated in
a relational conceptual schema. The task of database designers
is to define a database schema that properly and accurately
expresses an organization’s description of its needs. Each
schema includes relations with attributes (fields), primary keys
and foreign keys (hereafter PKs and FKs), and connections
(relationships) between relations. Figure 2 displays a database
schema for the academic scenario that appears in Section 2.2.
The modeling task is considered successful if the relations,
keys, and connections included in Figure 2 appropriately meet
all the organizational needs, activities, and constraints
described in the textual scenario. For example, the sentence “a

student can have several different phone numbers” leads to the
creation of the relation ‘Student Phones.’
2.1.2 Semantic. The semantic level supports the task level. At
this level, database designers are required to understand the
meaning of entities and the meaning of the relationships
between entities. The designers must define the attribute or
combination of attributes that unambiguously identify an
instance of an entity: the primary key (PK). Sometimes there
are different options for attributes that can unambiguously
identify an instance of an entity, and the designer needs to
decide which option is most preferable.

Figure 2. A Database Schema for an Academic Scenario
Note. The different types of dashed lines that surround the keys denote the different key colors originally used
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It is essential for the database designer to properly grasp the
meaning of the different types of entities and the relative
meaning and relationships between one type and another in a
specific organization. As mentioned, each “level of abstraction”
is described at a different degree of abstraction-concreteness or
detail-generality (Te’eni and Sani-Kuperberg, 2005).
Previously, we used the term “levels of abstraction” to describe
the behavior of moving from one TSSL level to another in
database modeling. In addition to moving between the four
TSSL levels of abstraction, there is an additional distinction
between the different levels of abstraction within the semantic
level. This is due to the hierarchical nature of a database
schema, in which different hierarchical levels are characterized
by different degrees of abstraction-concreteness or detailgenerality. In other words, at the semantic level, there is a
gradual change in the degree of the entities’ abstraction
throughout the organizational hierarchical schema. The top
level starts with entities (things in the organization’s reality)
that are quite clear, tangible, and straightforward. Gradually
going from top to bottom, entities relatively become either more
abstract (e.g., events, processes), specific, or more detailed.
There are quite tangible entities (departments, students, and
courses in the academic scenario in Figure 2), and there are
more abstract entities that represent events or processes that
occur in relation to the tangible entities (e.g., students’
payments and students’ registrations to courses). Entities
usually become more complex when moving in the hierarchy
from top to bottom. We will demonstrate this again in more
detail in Section 2.2.
Another crucial aspect of database modeling at the semantic
level is to identify the nature of the relationships among entities
derived from the organizational description in terms of
cardinality ratios – one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-tomany (1:1, 1:N, M:N, respectively). For example, a final project
student is a sub-type of the student entity, someone who
performs a project in the final year of her or his studies. A final
project student has the same attributes of a regular student (e.g.,
name and address), but has additional attributes that are related
to the final project. Therefore, this is a 1:1 relationship and both
relations have identical keys. We elaborate on and illustrate this
issue later in Section 2.2.
2.1.3 Syntax. As said above, while the upper levels of TSSL,
task and semantics, are close to the organizations’ realities, the
lower levels of TSSL, syntax and lexical, can be affected by the
pedagogic implementation of educational practitioners.
Educators can use different syntaxes to display database
schemas. Since extraneous cognitive load is imposed by the
way information is presented, educational designers should
explore different presentation methods to reduce the excessive
cognitive load sensed by their students. It follows that the
syntax level is extremely important for coping with the
cognitive load that arises from an organizational description.
Since visualization supports learning by reducing extraneous
cognitive processing (Schwamborn et al, 2011), a proper visual
representation of information at this level can promote
comprehension at the next (higher) semantic level.
Hierarchic organization of information has been found to
be an effective way to reduce complexity and ease human
comprehension. The hierarchic nature of many complex
systems enables the comprehension of them (Simon, 1962;

Flood and Carson, 1993). Hierarchical structuring has been a
central tool for abstraction because it removes the complexity
of large schemas (Gandhi, Robertson and Van Gucht, 1994).
Research on memory indicates that a hierarchical organization
of materials serves as a retrieval cue for recall since a general–
specific structure helps us to locate particular items (Najarian,
1981). In line with the findings that point to the importance of
visualization and to the advantages of hierarchal structures, the
current approach emphasizes visualizing the hierarchic levels
in a database schema and the gradual shifts between these
levels.
In order to promote the semantic understanding of relations
and relationships between relations of any organization, our
approach focuses on a structured diagram with a syntax that
visually highlights the hierarchical nature of an organization’s
schema. The hierarchical structure is characterized by the
gradual transition of entities’ level of abstraction, as previously
mentioned with reference to the semantic level. But, in addition,
when moving down the hierarchy from top to bottom, a parallel
gradual transition occurs: the relations’ PK gradually expand as
they include more attributes from one level to the other. There
is a repetition of the PKs of their parent relations with an
additional attribute (or attributes). Relations at the next bottom
level can have PKs that are formed by a combination of the PKs
of their mutual parents. This PK expansion is quite simple to
visualize. For example, in Figure 2, the PKs gradually expand
when moving down from ‘Courses’ through ‘Courses Taught’
and ‘Student Course Registration’ until reaching ‘Students
Course Assignments.’
In TSSL, when moving in a bottom-up direction, the syntax
level integrates the “building blocks” (components) of the
lowest lexical level. The viewer is aware of the relative
distinctions and similarities among the building blocks.
Distinctions and similarities are stressed in the schema by the
choice of location, size, color, and other visual attributes. The
individual visual choices made by educators for representing
each schema component at the lexical level are examined
together at the syntax level. While at the lexical level the
emphasis is on the separate parts, at the syntactic level the
viewer can identify a pattern in the picture as a whole. This is
in line with the idea of synergism: a database schema is viewed
as a whole, not as a loose collection of parts. The well-known
rules of Gestalt theory, also known as the Laws of Simplicity,
play a significant role in information visualization. Gestalt
psychologists were the first to study the perceptual organization
principles involved in grouping (Wertheimer, 1912a, 1912b;
Arnheim, 1949; Ehrenstein, 2008). They dealt with the question
of how individual elements group into parts that in turn group
into larger wholes separated from other wholes. They describe
how to arrange visual symbols in a graphical display optimized
to achieve a better, more effective visualization. The Gestalt
principles pertaining to grouping affirm that humans perceive
objects as organized patterns and objects. According to Gestalt
psychologists, the human mind has an innate disposition to
perceive patterns in the stimulus based on certain rules
(Wagemans et al., 2012). The Gestalt principles of proximity
and similarity can be utilized by educators as visualization aids
for highlighting the gradual transitions between hierarchical
levels of a database schema. According to the Gestalt grouping
principle of similarity, when all else is equal, the most similar
elements (in color, brightness, size, texture, shapes, etc.) are
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seen as grouped together. We apply the similarity principle by
using colors to mark the PK attributes of the relations.
Repeating the same colors to indicate common attributes in FKs
and PKs makes the gradual expansion of the PKs visually
prominent. The use of different colors is an effective way to
easily distinguish between hierarchy levels (Karstens,
Kreuseler, and Schumann, 2003) and between different levels
of abstraction (Te’eni and Sani-Kuperberg, 2005). According
to the proximity principle, objects that are near or proximate to
each other tend to be seen as grouped together. We apply the
proximity principle by horizontally dividing the modeling
solution area (whiteboard or sheet of paper) into sections. Each
section represents a different hierarchical level of the schema,
and the relations in the sections are arranged so that parent
relations are always located closely and above their
child/children relations.
Pinna (2010) listed the main phenomenal rules governing
the formation of shape and meaning and suggested a link
between perceptual grouping, shape perception, and visual
meaning. The term “perceptual meaning” refers to what is
expressed, indicated, or conveyed by a grouping and a shape
through its “amodal wholeness” and “modal partialness.”
Among seven properties related to the complexity manifested
in perceptual meaning, three properties are relevant to the
visualization aids of similarity and proximity as we use them to
emphasize the gradual transitions between the levels of
abstraction in different hierarchic levels of a relational database
schema. The properties are emergence, hierarchical
organization, and variability. Emergence is related to the fact
that the perceived meanings are not present in any of the
individual subcomponents taken alone, but emerge from
component interactions. While individual subcomponents
belong to the lexical level of TSSL, the relative variances and
similarities in the PKs of relations and the relative location of
subcomponents in the schema belong to the syntactic level. At
the syntactic level, the viewer compares the visual elements and
perceives a pattern with a certain gradual change. Hierarchical
organization and centralized control means that the complex
form of meaning manifests a hierarchy in which power is spread
over a decentralized structure that involves all components. A
number of units combine to generate a system of meanings so
that the meaning of one component depends on the meanings of
other components. Emphasizing the hierarchical organization
of database schemas by dividing the modeling area into
separated horizontal sections makes the hierarchical structure
of parent-and-child relations clearly evident. This structure
allows the educator to follow the three pattern types of FK-PK
relationships that are described below in section 2.2. Variability
refers to the fact that very tiny variations in the transitions can
induce a huge variation in their meanings. As we show, the
visual differences between one hierarchical level to the other
are gradual. A gradual variation of colors is used as an external
marker of the semantic difference in the meaning of the entities,
from concrete to abstract and from general to more specific and
detailed.
In addition to the gradual variations in color and locations,
we recommend that educators choose relation labels in a way
that will highlight the gradual semantic change in the level of
abstraction. The labels in a database schema should gradually
expand from top to bottom, in accordance with the shift from

general entities to ones that are more specific, detailed, and
concrete. This will be demonstrated in Section 2.2.
All types of relationship cardinality ratios, one-to-one (1:1),
one-to-many (1:N), and many-to-many (M:N), can be
represented by this hierarchical structure with two parallel
gradual transitions: the syntax of the gradual PK expansion and
the gradual semantic change in entities’ level of abstraction. A
FK of a child relation is a PK of a parent relation used to
reference the parent. In section 2.2, three exhaustive patterns of
Foreign key – Primary key (FK-PK) relationships will be
presented for demonstrating the gradual transitions.
2.1.4 Lexical. In database modeling, this level refers to the
visual appearance of each separate component in the schema’s
diagram. For example, it is common to display a relation as a
table with columns, to specify that an attribute is a PK by
underlining its text, and to draw lines that connect relations to
express relationships between them (all of these visual elements
are seen in Figure 2). This lowest TSSL level holds the building
blocks of the schema’s visual representation. While at this level
the emphasis is on the separate appearance of the schema’s
components, the syntax is about similarities and differences
between these components, as explained above.
2.1.5 Semantic and syntactic parallel transitions in database
modeling. Effective data modeling involves transitions
between different levels of abstraction. Schema modeling is a
process in which top-down and bottom-up are interchangeablyused techniques (Srinivasan and Te’eni, 1995). The fact that the
semantic and syntactic gradual transitions occur in parallel
supports and enables the integration of both techniques in
database schema modeling. On the one hand, the semantic level
serves as a conceptual guide for the visual choices made at the
syntactic level, such as deciding on the relative location of
relations and properly defining the PKs. On the other hand, as
mentioned, the syntactic level of visual representations
increases the comprehensibility of the hierarchic schema
structure and the semantic meaning of the entities. In Section
2.1, we maintained that educators have control over the two
lower levels of TSSL (lexical and syntax). Accordingly, we
emphasize the bottom-up influence in which certain
visualization choices made by educators at those levels promote
the higher levels of comprehending (semantic) and fulfill the
goal of designing an accurate organizational schema (task).
This bottom-up technique is in line with the idea that perception
is not just about groups and shapes, but also about meanings.
What we perceive always has a meaning, and vision is also
about perceiving meanings (Pinna, 2010). We apply TSSL by
visualizing the gradual transitions in levels of abstraction
between hierarchical levels of database schemas. During class
meetings, the instructor constantly emphasizes how gradual
transitions of visual components at the syntax level represent
the gradual transitions in the abstraction of entities at the
semantic level. Tying these two gradual transitions together and
showing their simultaneous occurrence is a significant part of
our new approach. In the following section, we demonstrate
how to visually and conceptually emphasize the two gradual
transitions in an academic scenario.
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2.2 Demonstrating Gradual Transitions in Database
Schema Modeling – An Academic Scenario
We now illustrate the emphasis on the syntax of the hierarchical
structure of a database schema with gradual transitions by
means of an academic scenario.
An academic institution must maintain data on
departments, students, courses, and student participation in
courses. Each student belongs to one department. Each course
has a unique code, name, and credits. Each course may be
taught in different academic periods, but in a given academic
period it will be taught only once. When a course is taught in a
particular academic period, there is an average grade for all the
students who are enrolled in it.
Students pay tuition. A student can pay different fees on
different dates. The academic institution maintains the
following payment information (assuming one payment per
student at each date): credit card company, credit card number,
validity, CVV, the amount paid, and the number of payments.
A student can have several different phone numbers in the
database.
Only students in the last year of their studies perform a final
project. Each project has a name and may have several
keywords that describe the areas related to the project’s topic.
It is important to keep additional data about the project, such as
the advisor, separate scores of the advisor and the judging
committee, and the submission date.
A student may enroll in a course in more than one academic
period (to improve his or her achievement in the course). Every
time a student enrolls in a course, he has a final grade in the
course. Students submit assignments in courses and take exams
in courses. A course can have several assignments, and a
student in a course receives a separate grade for each
assignment. Each course has several exam dates, and each
student enrolled in a course can be tested in more than one exam
in that course. For each exam, he receives a score.
A student enrolled in a course can submit an appeal for a
grade that he or she received on an exam in that course. A
student has the option to submit one appeal per exam (but can
submit an appeal for each exam in the course). The system
keeps the content of the appeal, the lecturer’s (or TA’s) textual
reply to his appeal, and how many points were added or
subtracted from the score (if any) by the course lecturer
following the appeal.
Figure 2 displays a database schema for this academic
scenario. Owing to space limitations and since we mainly focus
on defining relations, relations’ PKs, and FK-PK relationships,
not all attributes mentioned in the textual description appear in
the figure.
Three exhaustive pattern types of FK-PK relationships are
reflected in the academic schema:
1. The FK is a regular field in the child relation,
expressing a 1:N, parent-child relationship. This type
appears twice in Figure 2: The relationship between
‘Students’ and ‘Departments’ and the relationship
between ‘Courses’ and ‘Departments.’ Each student is
considered a child of a certain department (belongs or
is registered to one specific department) and the same
can be said about each course (each course is offered by
a specific department).

2. The FK is part of the PK in the child relation,
expressing a pattern of an M:N relationship.
Symmetrically, each entity can be treated as both the
parent and the child of the other. In relational databases,
M:N is implemented by means of a cross-reference
(also called a junction) relation in a way that forms a
pair of 1:N relationships. Treating an M:N relationship
as two symmetric hierarchic relationships by
considering two parents of a joint child (the crossreference relation) simplifies a relatively complex
relationship. This type is represented in Figure 2 as the
M:N relationship between ‘Students’ and ‘Courses
Taught’ and their joint child relation ‘Student Course
Registrations.’ The joint child’s PK is an integration of
his parents’ PKs. A Student can be treated as the parent
of all the courses he is enrolled in, and a course can be
treated as the parent of all the students who enrolled in
it. It often happens that when M:N relationships are
derived from an organizational description, only one of
two parents is shown in the schema. Several such cases
appear in the academic scenario. For example, ‘Courses
Taught’ has only one parent (‘Courses’) in the schema.
The other parent, ‘Academic Period’ (composed by the
combination of a year and a semester), does not appear
as a relation (having no additional attributes in the
scenario), but appears in ‘Courses Taught’ via
attributes needed for identifying occurrences of a
course. One can mistakenly perceive this as a 1:N
relationship, but educators should emphasize that it is a
partial presentation of the second FK-PK pattern, since
there is a M:N relationship between courses and
academic periods.
3. The FK in a child relation is identical to the PK,
expressing a 1:1 relationship. This pattern usually
expresses an ‘IS A’ relationship, known as a
generalization-specialization pattern. The child relation
is a specific sub-type of its parent (paralleling the
inheritance concept in the object-oriented approach).
This is the only case in which the PK of a child does not
expand the PK of its parent. This type appears twice in
Figure 2: as the relationship between ‘Final Project
Students’ and ‘Students’ and as the relationship
between ‘Students Course Tests Appeal’ and ‘Students
Course Tests.’ Referring to ‘Final Project Students’ and
‘Students’ having additional unique attributes (advisor,
scores of the advisor and the judging committee,
submission date, etc.), a Final Project Student IS-A
specific sub-type of the general student type. Since only
students in their last year of studies perform a final
project, specifying the unique attributes that
accompany students that conduct a final project in the
above ‘Students’ student relation would create multiple
blank fields in the database and therefore inefficiently
waste storage space. Referring to ‘Students Course
Tests Appeal’ and ‘Students Course Tests,’ an appeal is
an event that may or may not occur after a student’s test
was checked. When it occurs, it adds specific new detail
to the student’s test.
Let us address what we asserted above about relationship
pattern types 2-3. Following studies stressing that hierarchy is
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one of the most effective ways of organizing complexity
(Simon, 1962; Flood and Carson, 1993), we recommended a
simplified view of these relationships by treating them as
hierarchical although they are not. Of course, students need to
first comprehend the three distinct types of relationships that
exist between entities. Once they have, they can be offered a
simplified hierarchical view of many-to-many (two symmetric
sets of hierarchical relationships) and of one-to-one (hierarchy
of a type and sub-types) relationships. Importantly, in a
database course, the distinction between the hierarchical data
model and the relational data model must be taught from the
onset.
In Figure 2, we see that parent relations are placed directly
above their child relations. In keeping with the Gestalt principle
of Proximity, this relative positioning of relations is a choice
that we recommend educators make at the syntax level. The
current approach positions parent relations above and closest to
their child relations. This helps visualize the hierarchic database
structure and prevents the creation of incorrect FK-PK
relationships. For clarity, direct parents and children should
usually be placed at a minimum distance from each other (one
hierarchy level), but this is not always possible. Sometimes the
parents of a joint child are not at the same hierarchical level,
and then the distance between the ‘higher’ parent and the child
is the distance from the higher’ parent to the ‘lower’ parent plus
one more level. This can be seen in the academic scenario in the
‘Student Course Registrations’ relation.
A gradual semantic transition between levels of abstraction
exists in the academic scenario. From top to bottom, entities
gradually transition from being simple and tangible to being
either more abstract or more detailed and specific (concrete):
‘Department,’ ‘Students,’ and ‘Courses’ are simple and easy to
comprehend. However, it should be noted that ‘Students’ and
‘Courses’ located below the ‘Department’ level serve to expand
the information about each department (‘Students’ lists the
students enrolled in the department and ‘Courses’ lists all the
courses offered by each department). At the next hierarchical
level, there are relatively abstract entities that represent events
(such as ‘Student Payments’ and ‘Courses Taught’), or more
specific types of entities (such as ‘Final Project Students’ which
is a student type with specific attributes such as a project’s
name), or more detailed entities (such as ‘Student Phones’ that
adds details to ‘Students’ and ‘Student Course Assignments’
that adds more detail to ‘Student Course Registrations’). Our
recommendation is to start by tracking down the simplest
entities that are conceptually easiest to define and afterwards
handle the more abstract entities that are related to the simple
ones.
Referring to the gradual expansion of the PKs: when
looking at the visual presentation, it can be seen that when
moving top-down, the relations’ PK gradually comes to include
more attributes. Following the hierarchical syntax of this
gradual transition can reduce the definition of erroneous
referential integrity constraints. Ignoring the gradual expansion
of PKs might lead to adding invalid ‘grandfather-grandchild’
relations along with proper ‘father-child’ relations (Katz,
2018a). The consequence is redundancy since there is already
an implicit FK relationship from a child to his grandfather via
the father. At the semantic level, students also need to
understand that the consequence of redundancy is forcing

unnecessarily checks of compliance with the defined referential
integrity constraints on the system.
We recommend that educators refer to relations in a way
that will highlight the gradual semantic change in the level of
abstraction. The written labels can be relatively short (for time
and space saving considerations), but as much as possible, the
uttered references to relations should highlight the gradual
extension from top to bottom in accordance with the shift from
general to more specific, detailed, and concrete entities. For
example, from top to bottom: Department >> departments’
courses >> departments’ courses taught >> students’
registration to departments’ courses taught >> students’ tests in
departments’ courses taught that they had registered to >>
students’ appeals in tests in departments’ courses taught that
they had registered to.
In the section that follows, we describe an empirical
experiment conducted to test whether the current approach is
effective in educating modeling of relational databases.
3. METHOD
This study adopts an “educational action research”
methodology in which the motivation for being involved in an
educational activity is the improvement of the teaching and
learning quality. Educational action research aims at the
development of autonomous improvement ability for educators
using systematic self-observations and testing pedagogic ideas
using research procedures in class (Fessakis, Dimitracopoulou,
and Komis, 2005). We tested the current pedagogic approach in
a “Database” course in the form of a controlled experiment to
investigate whether our approach significantly improves
database modeling. The course’s curriculum includes a series
of activities developed to learn and practice the topic of
database modeling. We manipulated one variable, the
instructional approach, and observed the impact on
performance in a database modeling task and on subjective
perceptions of the students. Accordingly, the experimental
study is designed as one independent factor between groups
with two treatments. This kind of assignment of participants to
treatment groups is often used in experimental evaluation of
modeling techniques (Dahan, Shoval, and Sturn, 2014).
Following previous studies that showed how visual
representations and hierarchic organizations can improve
instructional design, we emphasize the bottom-up direction of
TSSL to show that instructors can help minimize extraneous
cognitive load in learning database schema modeling. We
previously described the bottom-up influence as follows: the
way in which the visual building blocks (lexical) are integrated
and assembled (syntax) can promote comprehension of the
entities and relationships (semantic) to eventually achieve an
appropriate database schema for a certain organizational
context (task). Consequently, we manipulated the instructional
approach by teaching the subjects with and without an emphasis
on visualizing the gradual changes in the levels of abstraction
of database schemas. In other words, the controlled experiment
was conducted to compare a group of students who were
exposed to a learning process that emphasizes the syntax of
gradual transitions between hierarchical levels (an experimental
group) to a group of students who learned schema modeling
without this emphasis (a control group). We tested the
differences between the groups at the two upper levels of TSSL:
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at the semantic level, we compared the comprehension of
various schema components (subjective perceptions); and at the
task level, we compared the appropriateness of the modeling
solution (performance in terms of errors).
Below we describe the experimental task, the experimental
design, the procedure, and the measures. Importantly, the IRB
(ethics committee) of the academic institute in which the
experiment was conducted approved the research project,
including the experimental task, the testing procedure, and the
collection of data.
3.1 The Experimental Task
The task was to conceptually model a database according to an
organization scenario. Participants had to create a database
schema from a textual description of an online flower shop. The
scenario was identical for both experimental groups. The
scenario was given to each participant on a printed sheet of
paper. All participants created the schema in class at the same
time and were asked to work independently. The subjects were
told that they could not ask the instructor any questions during
the experiment. In addition, they were informed that they are
expected to do their best to model according to their
understanding of the scenario and to base their solution on what
they had learned in preceding class sessions. It was emphasized
to them that the solution is anonymous – that is, the person who
will check the solution will not know the identity of the solver
and, therefore, the quality of their solution will not affect their
course grade or any other judgement. Participants were
promised that at the end of the experiment they would receive
the task’s solution and a detailed explanation in the following
class meeting.
3.2 Experimental Design, Procedure, and Measures
3.2.1 Sample and procedure. We conducted the experiment
twice, a year apart in two separate but identical runs. All
subjects were third-year Information Systems (IS) track
students in the department of Industrial Engineering and
Management at an academic college of engineering. All
participants were enrolled in a “Database” course and
volunteered to participate at their instructor’s request. One run
of this experiment took place in May 2018 and the other in May
2019. The double run was due to the limited number of students
in a single course group. It is important to mention that both
courses were taught by the same lecturer and same teaching
assistants. For the 2018 experiment, 32 students volunteered,
and for the 2019 experiment, 23 students volunteered, reaching
an overall number of 55 subjects. In each run, we randomly
divided the subjects to one of the two treatment groups. There
were 30 men (17 in 2018 and 13 in 2019) and 25 women (15 in
2018 and 10 in 2019). There were 28 subjects (16 in 2018 and
12 in 2019) in the experimental group and 27 subjects (16 in

2018 and 11 in 2019) in the control group. The groups were
labeled as group 1 (control) and 2 (experimental). To avoid
bias, participants did not receive information about the
experimental difference between the groups and only knew if
they belonged to group 1 or 2. Also, being aware that a
lecturer’s level of excitement about a new approach may
introduce unwanted noise that can create differences between
groups, a conscious effort was made to not exhibit emotionalaffect differences or any other differences that might affect the
results other than the manipulated independent variable. For the
first phase, the groups separately learned database modeling (in
separate class meetings). For the second phase, they all
simultaneously solved an identical modeling exercise in a
classroom under the instructor’s supervision.
3.2.2 Experimental Design, Manipulations, and Dependent
Variables. We manipulated the instructional approach and
observed the impact on performance in a database-modeling
task and on subjective perceptions of the way the topic was
delivered in class. During the learning phase, each group
separately learned and practiced identical textual scenarios that
describe organization requirements in class meetings with the
same instructor. An example of a textual scenario that was used
is the academic scenario presented above in Figure 2. For the
experimental group, subjects were taught how to transform
textual scenarios to database schemas with an emphasis on
visualizing the gradual changes in the levels of abstraction of
database schemas. The emphasis was achieved at the syntax
level by a strict horizontal division of the solution area into
rows. Each row represented a different hierarchical level of the
schema. The location of the relations in the rows was such that
parent relations were always located closely above their
child/children relations as previously explained and
demonstrated (see Section 2.2). In addition, the same colors
were used for identical attributes in the PKs of the relations to
visualize the expansion of PKs from top to bottom down the
hierarchy. The particular choice of colors is not important: what
matters is consistency so that the same key field appears
everywhere in the graphical display in the same color. In the
control group, however, the location of the relations was quite
random without horizontal separation of the whiteboard into
hierarchical levels and without using colors to highlight the
shared key fields of the various relations. Figure 3 shows photos
of the database schema solution for the academic scenario on
the class whiteboard. The upper part (A) shows the solution
generated for the control group, and the lower part (B) shows
the solution generated for the experimental group. It can be seen
that the same building blocks appear in both photos (lexical
level), but the differences and similarities in terms of PK colors
and the relative location of relations in the working area present
a different visualization (syntax level).
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A

B

Figure 3. Photos of the Academic Scenario Solutions Generated During the Learning Phase on a Whiteboard for
each Group
Once the learning phase was completed, a testing phase
took place during the next class meeting in which both groups’
participants were given an identical, unseen textual scenario of
an online flower shop. As part of the test, student participants
were asked to create a database schema. The subjects worked
in the classroom under the instructor’s supervision. The
instructor first explained the task, stressing that the goal was to
successfully model the database schema to best correspond to
the textual description. More specifically, the students were
instructed that the database schema solution should resemble
the solutions presented in the previous learning sessions; in
other words, that they should list relations with all their fields,
PKs, and FK-PK relationships. In line with the TSSL bottomup direction, we examined the influence of our new
instructional approach by testing the differences between the
groups at the two upper levels of TSSL. For the semantic level,
we measured the perceived comprehensibility of various

schema components by means of a survey. For the task level,
we analyzed the subjects’ database modeling performance in
terms of the quality of their solutions, evaluated by the number
and types of errors found. The error analysis follows predefined categorizations of errors retrieved from a previous
pedagogic study in the area of database modeling (Katz and
Shmallo, 2015). We summarize the types of errors measuring
performance in Table 1.
Analyzing the data collected from the solutions will show
whether participants in the experimental group are more
accurate in defining the PKs of relations, make fewer errors in
terms of needless additions (such as adding redundant relations
or redundant relationships between relations), and in terms of
omitting required elements (such as missing relations or failing
to define crucial relationships between relations).
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Error type
Improper PK definition –
Redundant/Missing
Improper FK definition –
Redundant/Missing
Redundant relations
Redundant fields
Redundant FK-PK connections
Missing relations
Missing Fields
Missing FK-PK connections

Description
Creating a super key or a defining a key with an attribute not mentioned in the scenario
or excluding necessary fields from the PK
Including needless foreign key fields or excluding necessary fields from the FK
Creating a relation by an unnecessary fragmentation of fields
Including a field appearing as an attribute in the scenario in an unsuitable relation
Splitting a unified FK into several FKs, making connections between indirect relations
(such as grandson-grandfather)
Excluding a relation by uniting its fields in another relation
Excluding a field appearing as an attribute in the scenario from its suitable relation
Not making connections between direct hierarchical relations (son-father)

Table 1. Modeling Performance Measured by Types of Modeling Errors
In both groups, the task was limited to 45 minutes. After 45
minutes, students were asked to hand in their solutions. Upon
submission, each student received a short printed survey and
was asked to complete it. The survey examined the participants’
attitudes towards the pedagogic approach she or he was exposed
to, their satisfaction with the process of learning database
modeling, and the level of their perceived comprehensibility of
aspects of database schema modeling. As explained before,
comprehensibility is related to the semantic level in TSSL. The
survey was anonymous, meaning that subjects were instructed
not to write their names. Instead, they were asked to specify
their group (1 or 2). The survey measured student perceptions
of nine items appearing in Table 2, analyzed by the six-point
Likert-type scale. At the end of the survey sheet, there were
empty lines allowing participants to add comments if they so
wanted. The text above the lines encouraged the additional
input with the prompt: “It would be helpful if you add feedback
here by writing additional comments that are general or specific
extensions to specific survey items.”

Perception Item
Difficulty – Modeling
Interest – Modeling
Comprehensibility –
Modeling
Clarity – Relations
Clarity – PKs
Clarity – Fields
Clarity – Connections
Structure – Learning
Approach
Clarity – Learning
Approach

3.3 Hypotheses
The comparison between the treatment groups in terms of
performance and subjective attitudes will allow us to reach a
conclusion regarding the effectiveness of the current approach
in educating database schema modeling. The expectations are
that we will find higher-quality solutions and more positive
attitudes toward learning data modeling when using the
pedagogical approach of visually emphasizing the hierarchical
nature of schemas that have gradual transitions between
hierarchical levels. Table 3 specifies nine hypotheses regarding
the students’ modeling performance in terms of modeling errors
that indicate the quality of their solutions. Each modeling error
type that appears in Table 1 has a corresponding hypothesis in
Table 3 (H1-H8). An additional hypothesis refers to the overall
number of errors (H9). General formulations of the null
hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis appear at the top of
Table 3. The specific hypotheses are formulated by replacing
‘errors’ with a specific error type that appears below in rows 19. Table 4 specifies the hypotheses regarding students’
perceptions and attitudes towards learning data modeling. Each
survey item that appears in Table 2 has a corresponding
hypothesis in Table 4. In Table 3, the formulation of hypotheses
11-18 are achieved by replacing the blank lines appearing in the
second row with the text that appears in rows numbered 11-18,
respectively.

Statement
To what extent was it difficult for you to model (create a relational DB schema from a textual
description)?
To what extent was it interesting for you to model (create a relational DB schema from a textual
description)?
To what extent do you feel that you have understood the modeling process (creating a relational
DB schema from a textual description)?
To what extent do you feel that it is clear – what are the necessary relations?
To what extent do you feel that it is clear – what will be the primary keys of the relations?
To what extent do you feel that it is clear – which fields (attributes) are required for each relation?
To what extent do you feel that it is clear – which connections are needed between the relations?
To what extent do you feel that the instructional approach of database modeling was structured
correctly (organized, systematic, etc.)?
To what extent do you feel that the instructional approach of database modeling was clear to you?

Table 2. Students’ Perceptions Measured by Six-Point Likert-Type Statements
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Hi
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

H1: Group 2 students will have significantly less errors in comparison to Group 1 students;: µ2 < µ1
H0: Group 2 students will not have significantly less errors in comparison to Group 1 students; µ2 ≥ µ1
errors of improperly defining PKs
errors of improperly defining FKs
errors of defining redundant relations
errors of defining redundant fields
errors of defining redundant FK-PK connections
errors of omitting (missing) relations
errors of omitting (missing) fields
errors of omitting (missing) FK-PK connections
overall number of errors
Table 3. Hypotheses Regarding Students’ Performance in Terms of Different Types of Modeling Errors

Hi
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

H1: Group 2 students will have significantly lower mean scores on the perception of modeling difficulty as compared
to Group 1 students; µ2 < µ1
H0: Group 2 students will not have significantly lower mean scores on the perception of modeling difficulty as
compared to Group 1 students; µ2 ≥ µ1
H1: Group 2 students will have significantly higher mean scores on the ___________ as compared to Group 1 students;
µ2 > µ1
H0: Group 2 students will not have significantly higher mean scores on the ___________ as compared to Group 1
students; µ2 ≤ µ1
degree of interest in database modeling
degree of comprehension of database modeling
clarity of defining relations
clarity of defining relation PKs
clarity of defining fields (attributes)
clarity of defining connections between relations
correctness of the instructional approach's structure
clarity of the instructional approach
Table 4. Hypotheses Regarding Students’ Perceptions and Attitudes
4. RESULTS

Error type

4.1 Descriptive Statistics
Table 5 presents descriptive statistics for students’ modeling
performance measures (quality of the solutions) in terms of
modeling error types. Table 6 presents descriptive statistics of
students’ perceptions and attitudes towards learning data
modeling collected from the survey.

Improper PK
definition –
Redundant/Missing
Improper FK
definition –
Redundant/Missing
Redundant
relations
Redundant fields
Redundant FK-PK
connections
Missing relations
Missing Fields
Missing FK-PK
connections
Total errors

Min

Max

Mean
1.96

Std.
Dev.
1.347

0

5

0

Var.
1.813

9

1.33

1.656

2.743

0

2

0.33

0.546

0.298

0
0

7
4

3.42
1.56

1.474
1.273

2.174
1.621

0
0
0

4
4
4

2.29
1.44
1.47

1.133
1.273
1.052

1.284
1.621
1.106

5

27

14.73

5.201

27.054

Table 5. Descriptive Statistics – Students’ Performance in
Terms of Errors, N = 55
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Survey Item

Min

Max

Mean
3.80

Std.
Dev
1.061

Difficulty –
fModeling
Interest –
Modeling
Comprehensibility
– Modeling
Clarity – Relations

1

6

1.126

1

5

3.58

0.956

0.914

2

6

3.60

1.116

1.244

Clarity – PKs
Clarity – Fields
Clarity –
Connections
Structure Learning
Approach
Clarity – Learning
Approach

3

6

4.00

0.667

0.444

3
3
2

6
6
5

4.07
4.38
3.47

0.790
0.680
0.959

0.624
0.463
0.921

3

6

4.38

0.871

0.759

2

6

4.09

1.005

1.010

Although all performance measures (quality of the
solutions) in terms of modeling error types are interval-level
data, for some performance measures we compared the
difference between groups using independent-samples t-tests,
and for others we used the Mann-Whitney U-test. It is well
established that the t-test has a power advantage for normal
distributions and is robust to modest deviations from the test
assumptions (de Winter and Dodou, 2010). Accordingly, we
conducted normal distribution analysis in SPSS using normality
plots (Q-Q), histograms, boxplots, and the Shapiro-Wilk test.
We found that only some performance measures were normally
distributed: improperly defining PKs, redundant fields, missing
relations, missing FK-PK connections, and total number of
errors. For those five performance measures alone, we used
independent-samples t-tests; for the rest, we ran Mann-Whitney
U-tests.
Table 7 presents the results of the t-tests and descriptive
statistics of students’ performance measures, and Table 8
presents the results of the Mann-Whitney U-tests of students’
performance measures and perception measures, both split by
instructional approach.
As already noted, the experiment was run twice, a year apart
in two separate but identical experiments. We manipulated only
the instructional approach and therefore had to ensure that there
was no effect stemming from the date the course the
participants were enrolled in (whether they took the course in
2018 or 2019). Using t-tests and Mann-Whitney U-tests, we
found that there was no significant difference in any of the
performance (task level) and perceptions (semantic level)
measures between the 2018 and the 2019 groups. Table 9
presents the results of t-test and descriptive statistics of
students’ performance measures, and Table 10 presents the
results of the Mann-Whitney U-tests of students’ performance
measures and perception measures, both split by experimental
run.

Var.

Table 6. Descriptive Statistics – Students’ Perceptions
and Attitudes, N = 55
4.2 Hypotheses – The Effects of the Instructional Approach
on Modeling Performance and on Perceptions and
Attitudes towards Modeling
Participants in groups 1 (control) and 2 (experimental) were
taught database modeling without and with an emphasis on
visualizing the gradual changes in levels of abstraction between
hierarchical levels of database schemas. We tested the
differences between the groups with respect to students’
perceptions and attitudes via a Mann-Whitney U-test. This nonparametric method is appropriate for the perceptions and
attitudes variables that we measured by Likert scales which are
ordinal-level (Kuzon, Urbanchek, and McCabe, 1996;
Jamieson, 2004) and for relatively small sample sizes (Norman,
2010).

Students’performance in
terms of errors

Outcome

Group
Control (1)

Experiment (2)

N = 27

N = 28

df = 53

M

SD

M

SD

t

H1

PK definition

2.59

1.248

1.36

1.162

3.801**

H4

Redundant fields

3.67

1.664

3.18

1.249

1.233

H6

Missing relations

2.44

1.188

2.14

1.079

0.986

H8

Missing
FK-PK connections
Total number of errors

2.07

0.997

0.89

0.737

5.008**

17.96

4.719

11.61

3.478

5.700**

H9

** p < 0.01
Table 7. Results of T-Tests and Descriptive Statistics Split by Instructional Approach
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Students’perceptions
and attitudes

Students’performance in
terms of errors

Outcome

Group
Control (1)

Experiment (2)

N = 27

N = 28

Mean Rank
36.07

Mean Rank
20.21

U

P

160

0.000

H2

FK definition

H3

Redundant relations

30.40

25.68

313

0.179

H5

Redundant FK-PK
connections

38.43

17.95

96.5

0.000

H7

Missing Fields

28.72

27.30

358.5

0.743

H10

Difficulty – Modeling

36.50

19.80

148.5

0.000

H11

Interest – Modeling

25.57

30.34

312.5

0.248

H12

Comprehensibility –
Modeling

19.02

36.66

135.5

0.000

H13

Clarity – Relations

22.59

33.21

232

0.004

H14

Clarity – PKs

21.02

34.73

189.5

0.001

H15

Clarity – Fields

25.74

30.18

317

0.254

H16

Clarity - Connections

18.35

37.30

117.5

0.000

H17

Structure – Learning
Approach
Clarity – Learning
Approach

17.98

37.66

107.5

0.000

18.65

37.02

107.5

0.000

H18

Table 8. Results of Mann-Whitney U-Tests Split by Instructional Approach

Students’performance in
terms of errors

Outcome

Group
2018

2019

N = 32

N = 23

df = 53

M

SD

M

SD

t

H1

PK definition

1.91

1.353

2.04

1.364

-0.370

H4

Redundant fields

3.56

1.564

3.22

1.347

0.854

H6

Missing relations

2.44

1.105

2.09

1.164

1.135

H8

Missing FK-PK
connections
Total number of errors

1.53

0.983

1.39

1.158

0.483

15.31

5.076

13.91

5.376

0.984

H9

** p < .01
Table 9. Results of T-Tests and Descriptive Statistics Split by Experimental Run
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Students’perceptions
and attitudes

Students’performance in
terms of errors

Outcome

Group
2018

2019

N = 32

N = 23

Mean Rank
26.17

Mean Rank
30.54

U

P

309.5

0.305

H2

FK definition

H3

Redundant relations

26.05

30.72

305.5

0.211

H5

Redundant FK-PK
connections

29.50

25.91

320

0.409

H7

Missing Fields

23.75

33.91

232

0.170

H10

Difficulty – Modeling

27.45

28.76

350

0.765

H11

Interest – Modeling

27.97

28.04

367

0.995

H12

Comprehensibility –
Modeling

26.11

30.63

307.5

0.291

H13

Clarity – Relations

27.64

28.50

356

0.832

H14

Clarity – PKs

26.78

29.70

392

0.503

H15

Clarity – Fields

25.92

30.89

301.5

0.221

H16

Clarity - Connections

25.44

31.57

289

0.143

H17

Structure – Learning
Approach

27.88

28.17

364

0.953

H18

Clarity – Learning
Approach

29.20

26.33

329.5

0.953

Table 10. Results of Mann-Whitney U-Tests Split by Experimental Run
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Group 2

Group 1

As mentioned above, at the end of the survey, participants
were encouraged to offer general comments or specific
extensions to specific survey items. Table 11 presents selected
quotes from participants at each group:
The lesson was monotonously delivered.
The lesson method was good, but its implementation
is very difficult and modeling is not simple at all.
I just could not understand the topic of connecting
relations.
The subject is difficult and broad, there must be a way
to simplify it.
The method of modeling was conveyed in a rather
clear manner, but there is a need to sharpen the topic
of relationships between relations.
The main difficulty is the connection between the
relations.
More emphasis should be placed on connections and
on the determination of keys.
The modeling process was clear and the learning
method was excellent.
The division of the white board into several
hierarchical levels helps.
The method was organized and clear. I lacked more
practice for solving the scenario independently, but in
the end the method is good and effective, only requires
refinement.
Although there is still ambiguity on the subject, the
teaching method was good and understandable.
I liked the illustrations (of keys) in colors, it made a
visual order.
It was neat to see how the keys expand from top to
bottom. It helped me understand the more complicated
relations.
The method was organized, so it was easy to approach
the exercise. It's always easier when there is order.

Table 11. Quotes of Participants’ Comments Collected
from the Survey
The results indicate significant differences between the
experimental groups, with a distinct advantage in most of the
performance measures and in subjective perceptions in the
group that studied modeling using the new method. This means
that one group was given a better experimental treatment than
the other. In order to repair this lack of equivalence between
students belonging to the two different groups, in the class
meetings that followed the experiment, student participants
who were assigned to the control group learned the topic of
modeling in the new method that emphasizes visualizing the
gradual changes in the levels of abstraction of database
schemas.
5. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this research was to investigate the effectiveness
of a new pedagogy to deliver the topic of database modeling. It
tested an instructional approach that stresses visualizing the
gradual transitions between levels of abstraction in different
hierarchic levels of a relational database schema.

In general, the results support the effectiveness of our new
pedagogy in terms of performance in modeling tasks. In terms
of TSSL, we found that students who learned database
modeling with the visual emphasis showed modeling solutions
of a higher quality at the task level. Overall, they made fewer
errors (H9) than students that learned without the visual
emphasis. Specifically, they made fewer errors of the following
types: improperly defining PKs (H1), improperly defining FKs
(H2), defining redundant FK-PK (H5), and missing proper FKPK connections (H8). The last two types are erroneous
referential integrity constraints that include making invalid
‘grandparent-grandchild’ (indirect) relations and omitting
proper ‘parent-child’ (direct) relations.
In the experimental group, in which we exposed students to
our new pedagogic approach, we marked PKs and FKs with
colors. We used identical colors for marking common fields (of
PKs and FKs) of different relations. This way, we implemented
the Gestalt Similarity principle, creating a part-whole grouping
that puts together elements (individual attributes/fields)
perceived as parts of a whole grouping (FKs and PKs). The
colors visually highlighted the general pattern of the expansion
of PKs from top to bottom. In addition, the close placement of
child relations under their direct parent relation also contributed
to these students’ ability to see the pattern of a gradual
expansion of the PKs and the joining of new fields (and colors)
to the PKs from top to bottom. The use of colors to mark PKs
and FKs and the adherence to hierarchical locations of child and
parent relations linked by FK-PK connection lines are syntax
level choices that produced a better comprehension of the
entities and their relationships at the semantic level. We
increased the awareness of differences and similarities in keys
between hierarchy levels by using different and similar colors.
In other words, the gradual differences in colors from top to
bottom serves as a clear external marker of the gradual semantic
transitions in the level of abstraction of entities, changing from
concrete to abstract or from general to more specific and
detailed.
We now would like to address the effectiveness of the new
pedagogy as reflected in students’ perceptions and attitudes. In
general, the results show that most student perceptions
regarding the modeling task and attitudes to the instructional
method favored the new approach. In terms of TSSL, at the
semantic level we found that students who learned database
modeling with the new approach perceived the modeling
process as less difficult (H10) and more comprehensible (H12).
The process of defining relations (H13), PKs (H14), and
connections between relations (H16) was clearer to those who
were exposed to the visual emphasis of gradual changes in the
levels of abstraction of database schemas. In addition, students
exposed to the new instructional approach sensed it as more
properly structured (H17) and clearer (H18) in comparison to
the control group students. These findings are supported by the
TSSL framework and Gestalt principles. The TSSL framework
lets us explain how educators can strive for a bottom-up
influence by using visualization aids involving relative
locations and colors of objects in the database schema. Gradual
visual distinctions between the physical characteristics of the
database elements should respectively express the gradual
semantic distinctions between different levels of abstraction in
a database schema. A deeper understanding of the entities and
relationships between entities will then be attained at the
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semantic level. Comprehension of the entities and their
relationships is a prerequisite for properly expressing the
organizational requirements at the highest task level. As
described, at the syntax level, our approach uses visualization
aids that apply the Gestalt principles of Similarity and
Proximity to emphasize patterns of gradual transitions in a
database schema. The Simplicity principle means that a good
Gestalt organization is a simple organization (Stickel, Ebner,
and Holzinger, 2010). Visual complexity can be considered as
extraneous load (Schmutz et al., 2009), influencing the
cognitive load and mental effort of the viewer (Holzinger,
Kickmeier-Rust, and Albert, 2008; Harper, Michailidou, and
Stevens, 2009) and his or her emotions (Tsai et al., 2008).
Applying the new approach in database courses offers
students a strategy for better coping with complex textual
descriptions of organizational requirements and constraints.
TSSL explains how database schema modeling is an activity
that involves physical actions at the concrete levels of visual
representations (lexical and syntax) and also involves more
abstract higher level cognitive processes that are related to
comprehension and decision-making (semantic and task). In
our approach, the physical-visual syntax of gradual transitions
between the different hierarchy levels is tightly tied to the
conceptual semantic gradual transitions between entity
abstraction levels. Repeated practice of emphasizing these
parallel syntactic-semantic (physical-conceptual, respectively)
transitions throughout the database schema structure will
accustom students to apply it naturally when encountering new
scenarios. Acknowledging the “behavior” of gradual changes
will guide novice database designers to look for them in
organizational descriptions. Our results predict that they will
succeed in the crucial task of creating accurate and proper
models.
5.1 Limitations and Future Directions
Our experiment was of short duration and carried out in the
context of an entire course in which many topics are related.
Database courses are characterized by a high level of element
interactivity since the different topics are understood and
learned with reference to other topics and cannot be considered
independently (Katz and Shmallo, 2016). Therefore, future
research is needed to re-examine the current findings in a
database course in which visualization aids will be used
throughout the whole course in all points of reference to the
contexts for conceptual modeling.
We believe that lessons learned from database conceptual
modeling can be usefully projected onto other topics in IS
education. There are many other areas where visualization aids
can effectively support the learning process. For example, a
series of previous studies tested a visualization tool tailored to
assist learning and understanding a range of programming
concepts. Results showed that program visualization helps
novice programmers to develop appropriate mental models (Ma
et al., 2009).
5.2 Implications
Since the current pedagogic approach has been found useful, it
could guide the development of computer-based environments
for learning and exercising database schema modeling which
would be used in database courses. Such a tool may contain a
pool of pre-written textual scenarios and a working area divided

horizontally into different hierarchical levels. Students would
be able to add or remove hierarchical levels with dedicated
hierarchical icons. Visualization techniques such as colors and
shapes would automatically mark identified gradual transitions
between hierarchical levels of the schema referring to mutual
fields (attributes) of different relations as we demonstrated
manually. The tool should visualize errors in cases of violation
of the gradual changes in the expanding PKs, explain the
semantic implications of the violation, and propose a solution
for the correction. A detailed description of the design of such
a tool is beyond the scope of this paper.
In Section 2.1, when referring to the semantic level of
TSSL, we explained that conceptual database modeling
involves different levels of abstraction. According to Te’eni
(2018), at any moment, problem solvers focus on a particular
level of abstraction to achieve an immediate goal, while under
certain conditions they move back and forth to other levels until
the overall goal is achieved. This movement is an adaptive
behavior, necessary for a high level of performance in problemsolving tasks. Designers of computer-based learning
environments should think of ways to support this adaptive
behavior. Te’eni demonstrates this idea in the context of
database modeling and shows design features that support
adaptive behavior for the task of building an entity-relationship
diagram (ERD) of a system. In the context of designing a
computer-based environment for teaching database modeling, a
future direction is that the system would dynamically suggest
to novice modelers to move to the appropriate level of
abstraction. This computer-based support can be explored in the
context of moving between the four levels of TSSL, as
mentioned before in Section 2.1, in reference to the semantic
and syntactic parallel transitions in database modeling. In
addition, there are transitions within the semantic level of TSSL
between entities with different levels of abstractions (see the
semantic level part in Section 2.1). Another movement between
levels of abstraction that may be explored and supported is from
the lowest level of defining the attributes of a specific relation,
through the level of defining a particular relationship between
relations, to the highest level of deciding on how the modeling
is progressing toward the goal of a complete a correct diagram.
Another future research direction is to compare alternative
visualization aids at the lexical and syntax levels to find the
most efficient and useful ways of emphasizing the gradual
changes between different hierarchy levels of a database
schema.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Modeling a database schema to reflect organizational scenarios
is an essential skill, but it is a complex cognitive process for the
novice database designer. Finding an appropriate pedagogy to
teach database modeling to novice database designers is a
challenge for IS educators. The objective of this study was to
empirically test whether a particular pedagogic approach for
educating database design is effective for delivering the
cognitively complex material of schema modeling. This
approach emphasizes visualizing the gradual transitions
between hierarchic levels in a database schema. We empirically
tested the pedagogic approach in a controlled experiment.
Results show that it is effective for teaching relational database
modeling. Visualizing the gradual transitions between the
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levels of abstraction in different hierarchic levels of a relational
database schema is effective for reaching solutions that are
more precise. We measured the quality of the solutions
(performance) in terms of the type and amount of modeling
errors. Visualizing the gradual transitions between levels of
abstraction also provides a better learning experience in terms
of students’ perceptions and attitudes toward the instructional
approach and the activity of database modeling. The multi-layer
TSSL model, with origins in the field of HCI, served as a
conceptual framework for understanding the activity of
database modeling. The TSSL lens combined with Gestalt
visualization principles offer ways of accounting for our results.
This study contributes to the field of IS education by
demonstrating in a controlled experiment how an instructional
approach can improve students’ performance in modeling tasks
and help students feel more positive towards the complex topic
of conceptual modeling. We believe that our ideas for
visualizing the gradual transitions between hierarchic levels can
be used both in classroom settings and for the future design of
computer-based environments for learning and exercising
database schema modeling.
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